Directions to WLI
(Woosong Language Institute—“ohak center” in Korean)

The WLI is a bit isolated from the rest of campus, but the taxis seem to know that weigookin go to the “woosong daehakyo ohak sen-teo.”

*Are you driving?* Parking can be pretty tight in the neighborhood. Here is the address in Korean for your navigation computer:

대전 동구 자양동 196-5

There is parking at the library if you can’t find anything on the street. The return walk is about five minutes.

*Are you arriving by bus?* From Dong-bu terminal, it is probably easier just to get a cab (~2.5-3,000). You can take the 102 bus from in front of the pizza hut, get off just after you come down the hill from the villa apartments. If you get to the main gate, you have gone too far, but it is a short walk back.

*Are you arriving by train?* From Daejeon station, again, it is probably easier just to get a cab (~3-4,000). Buses 102, 103, and 311 will all take you to WLI, but if you are not fluent in Korean, it is hard enough to figure out where to get on, much less where to get off.